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Winning Chess Tactics for Juniors - Lou Hays 1994

Introduces chess, discussing the rules, notation, and tips on how to win.
Basic Chess Endings - Reuben Fine 2003
The most authoritative reference work on the endgame, serious students
of chess will find this book unmatched in its depth and range. Updated
with the latest innovations in the endgame and adapted to algebraic
notation by Grandmaster Pal Benko, the result is what chess aficionados
have been waiting for - a thoroughly modern bible on chess endings.
Packed with diagrams that make examples easy to follow, this is an
indispensable point of reference for the Grandmaster in the making.
Winning Chess Openings - Yasser Seirawan 2003
In Yasser Seirawan's entertaining, easy-to-follow style, they are shown
formations that can be used with other White or Black pieces.
Play Winning Chess - Yasser Seirawan 2003
'When most people learn to play chess, they usually memorise the
movements of the pieces and then spend years pummelling away at each
other with little rhyme and even less reason. Though I will show you how
each piece leaps around, what it likes to do
Winning Chess Brilliancies - Yasser Seirawan 2003
This book by International Grand Master Yasser Seirawan provides a
move-by-move account of the best chess games of the last 25 years,
played by the world's foremost chess competitors. With an authoritative
voice that is by turns poetic and analytical, Seirawan serves as host of a
fascinating excursion of the most brilliant chess game, providing
highlights into and explanations of each and every move. Seirawan
begins each game with a description of the historical atmosphere of the
chess world --and sometimes the world at large--at the time the game
was played. When he delves into the game itself, he starts with the
reasoning behind the opening moves. From there he provides both a
play-by-play description of the game and an analytical commentary, all
the while examining the moves in terms of place development and
possible tactical and strategic opportunities. Along the way, a handful of
the players are profiled in biographies. In Winning Chess Brilliancies
readers will get a taste of the most dazzling chess combinations devious
strategies, and downright cruel blows as world champions risk it all! This
book is truly a celebration of the sport of chess.
Inside the Five-Sided Box - Ash Carter 2020-06-09
The twenty-fifth Secretary of Defense takes readers behind the scenes to
reveal the inner workings of the Pentagon, its vital mission, and what it
takes to lead it. The Pentagon is the headquarters of the single largest
institution in America: the Department of Defense. The D.O.D. employs
millions of Americans. It owns and operates more real estate, and spends
more money, than any other entity. It manages the world’s largest and
most complex information network and performs more R&D than Apple,
Google, and Microsoft combined. Most important, the policies it carries
out, in war and peace, impact the security and freedom of billions of
people around the globe. Yet to most Americans, the dealings of the
D.O.D. are a mystery, and the Pentagon nothing more than an opaque
five-sided box that they regard with a mixture of awe and suspicion. In
this new book, former Secretary of Defense Ash Carter demystifies the
Pentagon and sheds light on all that happens inside one of the nation’s
most iconic, and most closely guarded, buildings. Drawn from Carter’s
thirty-six years of leadership experience in the D.O.D., this is the
essential book for understanding the challenge of defending America in a
dangerous world—and imparting a trove of incisive lessons that can
guide leaders in any complex organization. In these times of great
disruption and danger, the need for Ash Carter’s authoritative and
pragmatic account is more urgent than ever.
Chess - Maxen Tarafa 2016
"Luckily, I break down chess into absurdly simple tems anyone can learn
from... Beginners don't know how to read complicated chess notation or
terminology, and in my opinion, don't need to know."-Winning Chess Traps - Robert M. Snyder 2007

Five Crowns - Yasser Seirawan 1991
The Complete Book of Chess Strategy - Jeremy Silman 1998
An easy-to-understand guide to chess strategy -- conceptual planning -has always been the amateur's dream. This book makes that dream a
reality. This comprehensive guide in dictionary form, the first of its kind,
makes all aspects of chess strategy quick, easy, and painlessly accessible
to players of all degrees of strength. Each strategic concept is listed
alphabetically and followed by a clear, easy-to-absorb explanation
accompanied by examples of how this strategy is used in practice. Such
great World Champions as Steinitz, Capablanca, Petrosian, Fischer, and
Karpov have used these strategies in virtually all of their games. Now
you can arm yourself with their weapons. As you incorporate these
weapons into your own play, they will enrich your appreciation of the
game and lead you to one beautiful victory after another.
Winning Chess Openings - Bill Robertie 2002-09-17
This popular book has taught tens of thousands of beginning players the
key concepts of the opening, the most crucial part of every chess game.
Players learn the best opening moves from both Black's and White's
perspectives. More than 25 essential openings are shown: King's Gambit,
Center Game, Scotch Game, Giucco Piano, Vienna Game, Bishop's
Opening, Ruy Lopez, French, Caro-Kann, Sicilian, Alekhine, Pirc,
Modern, Queen's Gambit, Nimzo-Indian, Queen's Indian, Dutch, King's
Indian, Benoni, English, Bird's, Reti's, and King's Indian Attack. Includes
actual examples from 25 grandmasters and champions including Fischer,
Kasparov and Spassky.
Winning Chess Combinations - Yasser Seirawan 2006-06-01
Combinations are the central element in chess; they make the game so
magical and captivating. The beautiful point of sacrificing a queen, the
strongest piece, in order to checkmate with a lowly pawn brings a smile
of joy to all chess lovers. Virtually all chess games possess a combination,
either one hidden in the shadows of analysis carefully avoided or one
that provides a decisive blow. Winning Chess Combinations is a unique
work that doesn't merely repeat the wonderfully rich and vast numbers
of combinations, asking readers to solve a particular diagrammed
position; it is a work that is far more realistic. A combination involves a
sacrifice upsetting the balance of forces, but will it work or tragically
boomerang? The reader is invited to solve this critical question by
identifying the advantages that a specific position holds which might
make the combination successful.
Take My Rooks - Yasser Seirawan 1991
Winning Chess Endings - Yasser Seirawan 2003-10-01
Approach every endgame with a winning strategy! Good books about
endgames for beginners are few and far between. WINNING CHESS
ENDINGS is a great one a gripping introduction to what you need to
know to win chess endings, taught by American Grandmaster Yasser
Seirawan. His entertaining, easy-to-understand style, incisive stories and
insiders advice will help you develop a solid grasp of proven principles
that you can apply with confidence whenever a game goes the distance.
You'll learn to prevail time and again in endgames with common and
uncommon combinations and pieces. WINNING CHESS ENDINGS
teaches endgame strategies in an exciting new way: by putting you in the
middle of the action with firsthand stories taken directly from famous
matches. Pull up a chair and watch the world's most exciting chess
endings. Then become an endgame master!
Competitive Chess for Kids - Yasser Seirawan 1998
Teaches the player of this popular game how to swiftly deliver
checkmate.
Learn Chess - John Nunn 2000
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This book covers sixty-four additional opening traps that everyone can
use.
Let's Play Chess - Bruce Pandolfini 2009
Introduces beginning chess players to the pieces, moves, and rules of the
game and presents basic strategies with step-by-step instructions and
diagrams.
Winning Quickly at Chess - John Nunn 2008-02
In this tremendously instructive and entertaining work, John Nunn
selects 125 of the finest short decisive grandmaster games of the modern
era. For a grandmaster to lose a game in 25 moves or fewer takes
something special, and club players can learn a great deal from studying
these miniatures. Each of these games is a true battle, with the result
often in doubt until near the very end of the struggle. Nunn identifies the
most common causes of the errors that lead to the loser's demise, and
how one can seek to take dramatic advantage of the opponent's risky or
faulty play. In his thought-provoking extended introduction, he explains
that in many cases, the problem was of a psychological nature: often the
loser fails to accept that events have not unfolded according to plan, and
as a consequence steers into the reefs when there was still time to head
for safer waters.
Pandolfini's Ultimate Guide to Chess - Bruce Pandolfini 2008-06-30
From America’s foremost chess coach and game strategist for Netflix’s
The Queen’s Gambit comes a comprehensive guide covering all aspects
of the game, to improve your technique whether you are a newcomer or
a longtime fan. One of America's best-known chess masters, Bruce
Pandolfini has helped millions learn the intricacies of chess through his
acclaimed books and workshops. In this exciting volume, he presents a
complete overview of the entire game and its culture. Structured as a
dialogue between a beginning student and an expert teacher,
Pandolfini's Ultimate Guide to Chess takes the student step-by-step from
fundamentals to advanced, highly strategic play. Combining easy-tofollow diagrams with trenchant and up-to-date analysis, Pandolfini puts a
new twist on accepted chess theory, offering a seamless beginning-toend approach, including: • a short introductory history of the game • the
moves, rules, and contemporary notation forms • the basic principles of
chess • how to develop an opening repertoire • the art of tactical play •
pattern recognition and memory aids • traps and pitfalls to be avoided •
middlegame play, strategy, and planning • defense and counterattack •
transitions to the endgame and the endgame itself • computers and the
future of chess • the best websites for playing chess online With
Pandolfini's expert insight into the history and modern world of chess, as
well as several appendices to enhance play and appreciation, Pandolfini's
Ultimate Guide to Chess makes the perfect gift for players of all ages and
will be the benchmark title for chess players for years to come.
Tactics Time 2 - Tim Brennan 2015-02-07
Tactics Time 2 presents 1001 fresh and instructive positions that Tim and
Anthea have assembled from real amateur chess games, leaving you able
to spot relatively simple patterns like a knight fork, an overloaded piece
or a weak back rank.
First Steps: The French - Cyrus Lakdawala
The French Defence is a highly reliable response to 1 e4 which is popular
at all levels. With the first two moves, Black creates a solid foundation in
the centre and seeks to put pressure on White’s position in the early
middlegame. In this book, International Master Cyrus Lakdawala
explains the basic ideas in the French and examines the important
variations. The key ideas are emphasized with notes, tips and warnings
and the reader’s understanding is tested with frequent exercises. This
book tells you everything you need to know in order to take your first
steps with the French Defence. First Steps is a new opening series and is
ideal for improving players who want simple and straightforward
explanations. First Steps emphasizes: * the basic principles * the basic
strategies * the key tricks and traps First Steps books are based around
carefully selected instructive games which demonstrate exactly what
both sides are trying to achieve. There is enough theory to enable the
improving player to get to grips with the opening without feeling
overwhelmed. If you want to take up a new opening, First Steps is the
ideal place to start.
Learn to Play Chess Like a Boss - Patrick Wolff 2019-09-17
Stop playing like a pawn and start playing like the king You already know
just how enjoyable--and and challenging--the game of chess can be. For
those who play, chess leads to a lifetime of fun. But how do you make the
first move to learn the rules and transform from a pawn to a king? The
path to a perfect checkmate is in your hands! In the pages of this book,
you'll find an introduction to all the chess pieces including their
strengths and weaknesses, tips on how to protect your pieces and
play-winning-chess-yasser-seirawan

prevent their capture, and guidance on when to attack and defend like a
boss. You'll also find a bonus tear-out card to take your new tactics on
the go!
Chess Tactics from Scratch - Martin Weteschnik 2012
An improved and expanded second edition of a modern classic. 'Chess is
99 per cent tactics' is an old saying. This may be an exaggeration, but
even the remaining 1 per cent still depends on tactics. When Martin
Weteschnik started working as a trainer in his local chess club, he
quickly realised that even the stronger club players had great
weaknesses in their tactical play. He also discovered that simply asking
them to solve a huge number of puzzles did not fix the problem. These
players clearly needed a good book, but when Weteschnik looked for it
he found nothing suitable, so he decided to write it himself. But
Weteschnik was not completely satisfied with the book and decided to
restructure and rewrite it completely. The first edition of this book was
hailed as a modern classic. This expanded and improved second edition
offers more puzzles to test the tactical chess skill that Weteschnik helps
the reader develop.
Kingwalks - Yasser Seirawan 2021-06-20
The Fearsome Fascination of Kingwalks! Marching your king across the
board – at times right through or into enemy lines – may be both
exhilarating and terrifying. Nothing may be quite as satisfying as a
majestic kingwalk across the board which brings you glorious victory.
And nothing as tragicomic as a needless journey ending in epic failure.
Chessplayers are fascinated by kingwalks, perhaps because of their
inherent contradiction and even implausibility. The most important – and
vulnerable – chess piece does something other than trying to remain
safe. Topics include: Kingwalks to Prepare an Attack; Kingwalks in
Anticipation of an Endgame; Kingwalks to Defend Key Points; Kingwalks
to Attack Key Points or Pieces; Mating Attacks; Escaping to Safety Across
the Board; Escaping to Safety Up the Board; Kingwalks in the Opening;
Kingwalks in the Endgame; Double Kingwalks; and Unsuccessful
Kingwalks. For sheer entertainment as well as instructive value, the
kingwalk is transcendent! Executing a successful kingwalk has the power
to make a chessplayer happy and the same can be said about playing
over the many beautiful examples in this book. Enjoy! – From the
Foreword by Hans Ree About the Authors American grandmaster Yasser
Seirawan is a four-time U.S. champion. He also won the World Junior
Championship in 1979. He is one of the best-selling chess authors and is
considered one of the top commentators for games broadcast on the web.
Canadian master Bruce Harper has been champion of British Columbia
many times and has also participated in several Canadian
championships. He is the co-author with Yasser Seirawan of the highly
acclaimed three-volume series, Chess on the Edge, chronicling the
career of Canadian grandmaster Duncan Suttles. He is also co-author,
with American grandmaster Hikaru Nakamura, of Bullet Chess: One
Minute to Mate.
Tips for Young Players - Matthew Sadler 1999
Grandmaster Matthew Sadler, answers key questions such as: Which
openings should I play ? How do I learn to spot tactics? What do I need to
know about the endgame?
Winning Chess Strategies - Yassser Seirawan 2005-05-01
Gain the advantage over your opponent with easy-to-remember
strategies from one of the worlds top chess players! Strategy is the
ultimate secret weapon for championship players around the world.
Drawing on his considerable experience in tournament play,
International Grandmaster Yasser Seirawan shows you how to apply
flexible strategic principles to every part of your game. Using Seirawan's
simple and effective planning and analysis techniques, you'll enter each
game with confidence and energy, ready to play forcefully and
intelligently the way you need to play so you can win every time! Learn
to: Knock your opponent off balance with bold opening moves *
Formulate an overall game strategy before the middle game * Interpret
the motivation behind your opponents every move * Position yourself for
a winning endgame * Diagrams throughout the book illustrate game
positions, and you'll meet historys greatest chess strategieslearning from
them move by move! Whether for reference during practice games or
simply for pleasure reading,WINNING CHESS STRATEGIES is an
information packed resource you'll turn to again and again
Chess Duels - Yasser Seirawan 2009-10-20
Four-time US Champion Yasser Seirawan provides a fascinating and
highly entertaining account of his games and encounters with the world
champions of chess including Garry Kasparov, Anatoly Karpov, Bobby
Fischer, Boris Spassky, Tigran Petrosian, Mikhail Tal, Vassily Smyslov,
Mikhail Botvinnik and Max Euwe. Having been involved in frequent
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battles against world champions over a 25-year period, Seirawan is in an
ideal position to reveal how it really feels to be facing the legends of the
game. He describes and analyses, in depth, his most memorable
encounters – both famous victories and painful defeats, against the best
chessplayers of the last 50 years. During this time Seirawan has also
been highly active in off-the-board chess activities. This has brought him
into close personal contact with many of these champions. In,"Chess
Duels: My Games with the World Champions,"Seirawan recounts many
stories involving these giants of the game - giving an intriguing insight
into their personalities away from the board.
Weapons of Chess: An Omnibus of Chess Strategies - Bruce Pandolfini
2013-02-26
With Weapons of Chess, National Master and highly acclaimed teacher
Bruce Pandolfini brings us the most accessible and easy-to-use chess
strategy book ever. Written for beginning and intermediate players,
Weapons of Chess is the first encyclopedia of chess strategies that
doesn't rely on the usual baffling chess notation. There are no symbolic
chess moves, no charts or sequences in chess notation: every move is
explained in words. Arranged alphabetically for easy use and based
mainly on pawn formation, the incredibly detailed and thorough entries
in this book talk a player through dozens of common strategic dilemmas,
such as "doubled pawn," "bishops vs. knights," and "hanging pawn pair."
Diagrams illustrate the terms, first showing the basic position and then
strategically moving to more complicated versions of it. Players will learn
how to formulate plans once they have reached a middlegame, enabling
them to make wiser strategic decisions after the first few moves of the
game. Designed for use as a ready reference during actual practice
games, and usable without a chess board, Weapons of Chess is a unique
and invaluable resource for any developing chess player.
Winning Chess Openings - Yasser Seirawan 2003-09-01
Start every game with confidence! The two greatest challenges for
beginning chess players are not only to survive the openings phase, but
also to choose appropriate attack and defense formations in the process.
Winning Chess Openings shows you how to do both. In Yasser Seirawan's
entertaining, easy-to-follow style, you're shown formations that can be
used with other White or Black pieces. Winning Chess Openings will help
you develop a solid understanding of opening principles that you can
apply to every game you play without having to memorise a dizzying
array of tedious and lengthy opening lines. * Build a safe house for a
King * Estimate losses of ten moves or fewer * Utilise the elements: time,
force, space and pawn structure * Plan strategy based on time-tested
opening principles * Employ a defense for Black against any White
Opening * Apply an opening for White used by World Champions
Winning Chess Openings will help readers develop a solid understanding
of opening principles that can be applied to every game they play-without having to memorize a dizzying array of tedious and lengthy
opening lines.
Winning Chess Openings - Fred Reinfeld 1978

Ilya Maizelis s masterpiece is the definitive introduction to the game of
chess. It has inspired generations of Russians to take up the game,
including arguably the two greatest players of all time, the 12th and 13th
World Champions. In the original Russian, this landmark work is simply
called "Chess" no other explanation was considered necessary. The
Soviet Chess Primer is a modern English translation of Maizelis s witty
introduction to the royal game. This new edition of a timeless classic
includes an original foreword from the 2nd World Champion, Emanuel
Lasker, as well as an introduction from the most celebrated chess trainer
of modern times, Mark Dvoretsky."
My 60 Memorable Games - Bobby Fischer 1995
A collection of the 60 best games of Bobby Fischer, analyzed by himself.
The games are reset by John Nunn into modern algebraic notation,
providing an insight into the methods and thought processes of one of
the greatest chess champions.
Chess Tactics for Scholastic Players - Dean Ippolito 2007-11-01
International Master, Dean Ippolito has been one of the foremost and
recognizable chess players in the United States for over a decade. He has
been interviewed on several different television programs both here and
abroad including Inside Edition. At the age of eleven, he was featured in
Sports Illustrated and Boys Life after winning several National Titles.
Both articles labeled him as "One of the Nation's Top Rising Chess
Stars." Dean has been a 10 time All-America team Member and has 11
National Championships to his name. Dean's chess teaching skills are
highly regarded. He has taught three of the youngest National
Champions in history and has taught more than 20 nationally ranked
students. This workbook is based on his lesson plans and is a great tool
not only for the player looking to improve, but also for teachers and
coaches.
Winning Chess Tactics - Yasser Seirawan 2005-05-01
Learn sure-fire tactics and combinations from one of the worlds top
chess players. Attack? Defend? Swap pieces? Tactics are the watchdogs
of strategy that take advantage of short-term opportunities to trap or
ambush your opponent and quite possiblychange the course of a game in
a single move. Why play in a fog, only hoping that your opponent will
blunder when International Grandmaster Yasser Seirawan can show you
how to put the tactics of the worlds chess legends to work for you.
Choose from the double attack, the pin, the skewer, deflection, the cor, xrays, windmills and many more time-tested tactics.Using classic board
situations arranged in chapters by tactical themes, Seirawan teaches you
how to: * Plan your entire game from the very first move.Think ahead,
step-by-step, anticipating every obstacle your opponent can throw your
way * Position yourself for the smashing combination and endgame
you've always dreamed of Board positions from actual games played by
historys great chess tacticians are provided throughout. Review tests for
each topic let you track your improvement. In no time you'll be playing
better, with more confidence than you ever thought possible. Errata List
Triple Exclam!!! - 2016-12-27

The Lasker Method to Improve in Chess - Steve Giddins 2021-03-29
Many club players think that studying chess is all about cramming as
much information in their brain as they can. Most textbooks support that
notion by stressing the importance of always trying to find the objectively
best move. As a result amateur players are spending way too much time
worrying about subtleties that are really only relevant for grandmasters.
Emanuel Lasker, the second and longest reigning World Chess Champion
(27 years!), understood that what a club player needs most of all is
common sense: understanding a set of timeless principles. Amateurs
shouldn’t waste energy on rote learning but just strive for a good grasp
of the basic essentials of attack and defence, tactics, positional play and
endgame play endgame play. Chess instruction needs to be efficient
because of the limited amount of time that amateur players have
available. Superfluous knowledge is often a pitfall. Lasker himself, for
that matter, also studied chess considerably less than his contemporary
rivals. Gerard Welling and Steve Giddins have created a complete but
compact manual based on Lasker’s general approach to chess. It enables
the average amateur player to adopt trustworthy openings, reach a
sound middlegame and have a basic grasp of endgame technique.
Welling and Giddins explain the principles with very carefully selected
examples from players of varying levels, some of them from Lasker’s own
games. The Lasker Method to Improve in Chess is an efficient toolkit as
well as an entertaining guide. After working with it, players will
dramatically boost their skills – without carrying the excess baggage that
many of their opponents will be struggling with.
The Soviet Chess Primer - Ilya Maizelis 2015-03-07

Back to Basics: Tactics - Dan Heisman 2011-02-02
Chess Tactics Can Be Fun! This book is an introduction to the various
kinds of basic chess tactics. With instructional material, examples, and
problems of all types, the subject of chess tactics is covered
comprehensively. There are approximately 500 examples ranging from
too easy to very difficult! Tactics are usually why most people find chess
fun! This book will greatly enhance your enjoyment learning about - and
benefiting from - the recurring patterns of tactics. It is well established
that the study of basic tactics is probably the single most important thing
any beginner can do to improve at chess. This book will help you do that!
Winning Chess - Irving Chernev 2013-12-18
Winning Chess is a truly classic chess book, beloved of chess-mad
teenagers since it was first published in 1970, updated and repackaged
in algebraic format. Written in lively, conversational style by two prolific
and popular chess authors, it is aimed at players who have gone past the
beginner stage and want to take their game to a whole new level. Its
imaginative themes and instructional method are timeless, and the whole
book is shot through with fun and humour.
Kings, Commoners and Knaves - Edward G. Winter 1999
A cornucopia of games, positions, biographies, mysteries, howlers,
reviews, quotations, etc., featuring a cast of hundreds from the chess
world of today and yesteryear -- the champions and the under-achievers;
the scholars and the bunglers; the saints and the sinners. Every page
provides fascinating, little-known material from an author who is
prepared to name names.
Winning Chess Strategies - Yasser Seirawan 2005
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to deploy their pieces using the right moves at the right time to build
small advantages into effective, long-range strategies.

A complete overview of proven chess principles that teaches readers how
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